Fearless and Driven
Leadership Habits that Empower Confidence

Bio:

Fred Dorsey known by most as the fearless and driven
realtor, servicing the greater Maryland area for over ﬁfteen years.
Through his journey he has cultivated, mastered his interpersonal
skills , and inspired people to think of alternative ideas and solutions.
His passion for results and people has also led him to empower others
through his most recent endeavour into professional speaking.
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With only a little over ﬁfteen years in real estate. Fred has accomplished becoming a certiﬁed
international property specialist (CIPS), Event Chairman / Vice
Chairman for Greater Capital Area Association of Realtors (GCAAR),
inspiring over ﬁfty entrepreneurs to start their own business within a
12 month period. Just to name a few. The process he claims is purely
simple. He wanted to motivate and make it easier for Maryland
residents to own, sell, and become knowledgeable about the real
estate culture.

This moto spawned the Dorsey Formula “Integrity +, Professionalism +, Resourcefulness=Results ”. This formula let’s
the customer's guide themselves so they can actually go through the process and learn. Then he uses his connections,
impeccable networking skills to connect you with your dream home and negotiate the best deal so everyone wins.
Lastly, the philanthropic endeavors of Fred Dorsey could not go unnoticed . After 40 plus years of growing up in and
around the Greater Baltimore area he decided to give back . He always believes in helping Non-Proﬁts, donating time
each year to speaking,coaching and mentoring children, teens or adults. He also helps by giving keynote speeches,
marketing advice, and acting as a mediator for facilitating problem solving sessions.

Signature Programs
1. Fundamentals to Fearless Leadership 2. Empowerment in Fearless Leadership
Forming core assets to becoming an effective leader
Communicate with conﬁdence, belief, and mastering personality
assessment tools.
Increase your attractive force and decrease your unpleasant force
to become more persuasive.
Cleanse yourself of procrastination and other unproductive habits.
Organize your personal, professional, and central importance
with execution.

3. Success with Fearless Leadership

Effectively applying the 12 principles of leadership to a changing world.
Sharpen the focus with trust, communication, and delegation skills.
Feel empowered and deliver high-customer satisfaction based on the
accountability, discipline, and service practices.
Create more leaders by exhibiting better leadership skills.
Applying boundaries to leadership recovery by inspecting
what is expected.

4. Motivate through Driven Leadership

Become a professional “problem solver” with advanced
critical skills while aiming to deliver outstanding results.
Deal with discomfort, face the fear of failure, and isolate
guilt while overcoming obstacles.
Substitute unproductive habits with brand new habits through
self-management.
Further increase self-discipline and emotional intelligence
within the organization
Live a purpose-driven existence, be happy, and think BIG
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Managing your energy so you can inspire others to achieve greatness.
Mastering 5 pillars in order to accomplish your goals and dreams with
a fearless and driven method.
Staying focused in a world full of distractions.
Learning to give and receive clear directives.
Establish a straight path to successfully meet your vision while being
fearless and driven.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF FEARLESS LEADERSHIP
This is a fearless and high energy driven content designed for the
21st century executives, managers, and all multi skilled employees
who want to AMPLIFY their peak performance. Enhance the power
of PASSION and unlock the purpose of their human core potential.
You’ll never approach leadership the same way after experiencing
this life changing presentation.
After this program, you will be to:
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Forming necessary core basis assets to becoming an effective leader
Communicate with conﬁdence, belief and mastering personality assessments
tools.
Increase your attractive force and decrease your unpleasant force to become
more persuasive.
Cleanse yourself of unproductive habits such as procrastination.
Organize your personal & professional central importance with execution.

Audiences:

Organizations, Associations, small, medium, and large size companies who want to AMPLIFY their productivity and
increase core basis to lead effectively.

Also:

Conferences keynotes/ breakouts , Association meetings, Corporate events, Banquets, Incentive Trips, Entertainment
events , Stadiums and Venues, College and Universities.

Customization Options:

Keynote or Onsite Strategic Work Session
Alternate titles:
3 Keys to next level leadership
How to be more productive with better time management

Program Length:

Conferences keynotes/ breakouts, Association meetings, Corporate events, Banquets, Incentive Trips,
Entertainment events, Stadiums and Venues, College and Universities

EMPOWERMENT IN FEARLESS LEADERSHIP
Are you an EFFECTIVE leader? Do you have ABILITY to MOTIVATE? How to be an
INFLUENTIAL leader? Dealing with CHALLENGES as a leader? When choosing your
leadership BATTLES? More importantly, do you have the skill set to focus on improving your
higher level to leadership SATISFACTION?
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After this program , you will be able to:
Effectively applying the 12 principles of leadership services for a changing world
Sharpen the focus with trust ,communication, and delegation skills
Feel empowered and deliver high customer satisfaction based on the
accountability, discipline and service practices.
Create more leaders by exhibiting better leadership skills.
Applying boundaries to leadership recovery by inspecting what is expected

Audiences:

Organizations, Associations, small, medium, and large size
companies who want to SUPERCHARGE their principles like a
pro and become #1 in empowering leadership. excellence.
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Also:

Conferences keynotes/ breakouts , Association meetings, Corporate events, Banquets, Incentive Trips, Entertainment
events , Stadiums and Venues, College and Universities. excellence.

Customization Options:

Keynote or Onsite Strategic Work Session

Alternate titles:

3 Keys to next level leadership
How to be more productive with better time management

Program Length:

This program can be customized from 60 minutes (keynote/breakout) to half day, full day, and 2-day formats.

Motivate through Driven Leadership
This is a fearless high energy driven, INSPIRING program designed for ANYONE who needs a shot in the
GUT of real life testimonials, reference points, and personal stories of TRIUMPH about Fred Dorsey with
his FAD MODE ( fearless and driven mode) overcoming
impossible odds.
Fred will talk about how he has overcome personal and business tragedies only to rise again and again
increasing his power of his concentration using the learning lessons as stepping stones for his FAD Mode
(fearless and driven ) motivation.
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After this program , you will be able to:
Manage your energy so you can inspire others to achieve greatness
Mastering 5 pillars to accomplishing your goals and dreams with FAD
(fearless and driven) method.
Staying focused in a world full of distractions
Empower your dreams and devour your goals
Establish a clear path to successfully meet your vision and mission expectations
while being fearless and driven.

Audiences:

Organizations, Associations, small, medium, and large size companies who want to access NEW resources, different perspectives, to
jump start their roles with a renewed spirit of DRIVE and ignite their
careers.
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Also:

Conferences keynotes/ breakouts , Association meetings, Corporate events, Banquets, Incentive Trips, Entertainment
events , Stadiums and Venues, College and Universities.

Customization Options:

Keynote or Onsite Strategic Work Session
Alternate titles:
3 Keys to next level leadership
How to be more productive with better time management

Program Length:

This program can be customized from 60 minutes (keynote/breakout) to half day , full day, and 2-day formats.

SUCCESS WITH FEARLESS LEADERSHIP
This fearless and highly driven, high content program designed for ANYONE who is dealing with setbacks, inconsistency,
and having a hard time overcoming even the smallest hurdles, often lacking the drive + focus to ﬁnish objectives and
attack goals.
This session will heighten levels of self awareness, boost self esteem and EMPOWER you with strategies to climb to the
highest peaks for SUCCESS. You’ll never take the easy path and short change your PURPOSE after taking this mind
blowing experience.
After this program , you will be able to:
Become a professional “problem solver” with advanced critical skills while aiming to deliver outstanding results.
Deal with discomfort, face the fear of failure, and isolate guilt while overcoming obstacles.
Substitute unproductive habits with brand new habits to self-management.
Increase self-discipline and emotional intelligence while building organization
Live a purpose driven existence and happiness in your dreams and thinking BIG
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Audiences:

Organizations, Associations, small, medium, and large size companies who want to attain PROSPERITY with self satisfaction.

Also:

Conferences keynotes/ breakouts, Association meetings,
Corporate events, Banquets, Incentive Trips, Entertainment events,
Stadiums and Venues, College and Universities.

Customization Options:

Keynote or Onsite Strategic Work Session
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Alternate titles:

3 Keys to next level leadership
How to be more productive with better time management

Program Length:

Conferences keynotes/ breakouts, Association meetings, Corporate events, Banquets, Incentive Trips, Entertainment
events, Stadiums and Venues, College and Universities
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Fred Dorsey Speaks
Testimonials

I have known Fred Dorsey Jr. all my life just about. He has always been a good person who always goes out of
his way to help others. Because of Fred, I am an owner of a sports music radio channel named
Chrismckradio.com llc and Chrismcksportsroom.com for 4 yrs. I saw the success Fred has by having his own
business for so many yrs, I wanted to follow in his footsteps. Fred always and still does give me encouraging
words to just go out and conquer my dreams and aspirations. - Christopher M. (CEO of Chris Mck Radio)

I have known Fred Dorsey for over 20 years. In the last four years I have watched him transform into a
man who embodies insatiable entrepreneurial energy, pure motivation, and an unrelenting drive for his
craft. The quality of his ambition magniﬁes in any space he enters. His leadership and work ethic changed
my perspective on business, and the level of authenticity and passion it takes to become a source of
achievement for myself and others. A man with this level of force to forge through challenges with integrity and creativity will ultimately change the lives of masses who thirst for excellence. The world needs to
see life through the lens of Fred Dorsey. A true friend, leader, and conqueror of the beast called success.
- Kaili Nichols Licensed Real Estate Broker in Maryland & District of Columbia

I met Fred about 2 years ago and since then he has been able to inspire me in many ways. I was very
intrigued by his amazing weekly routine and how well read he was. Working in a business where
everyday is different, Fred was able to map out a routine that works and maximizes his production. A
part of that routine was reading, which was something I was trying to do more of at that time. Since
implementing his routine in my daily habits, I was able to triple my book count per year.
- K.Dougan (Senior Advisor of The Theo Group)

Fred Dorsey signiﬁcantly advises me in the work ﬁeld, he’s given me great information on how
to ﬂip homes , renovating homes, etc. Given essential advice on things I wasn’t sure or too
familiar with. Fred is very persistent at what he does. - L Smith Jr (CEO)

Fred Dorsey is one of the hardest working guys I know. I met Fred some years ago as we
share the same background in real estate & we instantly connected. It's not often that you
ﬁnd commitment, passion, dedication all wrapped up in one person. Fred always puts others
before himself and is one of the most unselﬁsh guys I know. His track record of success
speaks volume to win at every level of life, family & business. "Fortitude Fred" I like to call
him.. it's only one like him. - D Smith (CEO)
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Testimonials

Thank you very much Fred, for all your positive and enduring energy. I really appreciate your ability
to curate a f uture with a very well thought out plan. Your drive, success and perseverance has
inspired me to be a better person as a whole toward all those close to me and most importantly my
community. Many thanks for all you've done and will be inspired to do.
K. Joseph (Licensed Realtor)

We’ve all heard the saying god puts people in your life for a reason but proves to be true in this
case. As I’ve known you for 14 years and within that time you’ve not only inspired me with your
actions and success, you’ve also acted as a mentor to me in a lot of ways. I’ve implemented
almost every idea you’ve given me into my business and life. From time management, to
calendar blocking to ways to getting an LLC. You are a person with a wealth of knowledge to give
and truly live by example of what a successful person is and should be. Not just monetarily but
through living your truth and happiness. Thank you for inspiring me!!
S.Shropshire (CEO of Coding World of America)
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